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A B S T R A C T  

When practicing their profession, engineers use their analytical and creative 
thinking to develop solutions for problems that require the application of 
scientific knowledge and experience in a dependable and sustainable way. 
Laboratory exercises represent an ideal scenario for engineering students to 
comprehend through the application in actual situations of fundamental 
concepts and to analyze, synthetize, and make judgments based on evi-
dence. Furthermore, in case of group work, students collaborate on an as-
signment taking decisions and sharing responsibilities thus training their 
social skills.  

The use and development of information technology have in the past few 
decades increased at a very high pace and have had considerable effects on 
various domains of society, including education. Although distance learning 
has existed for a while, it is the widespread access to the Internet and famil-
iarity of the current young generation with information technology that has 
led to the recent boom of interest in massive open online education 
(MOOC) as well as in various forms of blended learning.     

Laboratories in education are traditionally hands-on activities carried out 
on-campus by students with the assistance of an instructor. New laboratory 
environments such as virtual and remote laboratories have in the past dec-
ades been introduced in several disciplines to improve access to distant 
students, cut down costs, and reduce obsolescence of hands-on labs. Yet 
many are the doubts concerning their effectiveness in tackling the devel-
opment of engineering skills, as well as their technical capability of being 
24/7 worldwide accessible professional remote infrastructures. 

The present thesis work is concerned with the conceiving, implementation 
and evaluation of a set of remote laboratories to be used in the training of 
turbomachinery engineering students. The focus is put on three new 
remote laboratory exercises: 

• a pump laboratory exercise focusing on the assessment of operation 
of pumps 

• a turbine cascade laboratory exercise focusing on the measurement 
of aerodynamic losses and 

• a turbine cascade laboratory exercise focusing on the measurement 
of aeroelastic properties in a vibrating blade row.  
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The laboratories are developed using state-of-the-art instrumentation and a 
design that allows for reusability of common hardware and software re-
sources. Different technologies are explored for the remote operation of 
the equipment while laboratory exercises are constructed that include inter-
active learning material, online self-assessments, and tools for analysis of 
the experimental test data.  

Extensive field-testing within ongoing courses at the department proves an 
overall good technical performance of the remote laboratories. Accessibility 
is significantly improved with the use of new web technologies while inte-
gration in existing networks of remote laboratories and use of remote ex-
periment management systems is perceived as necessary for future scaling 
up of the application.    

The concept of the remote laboratory exercises is critically evaluated and 
leads to changes in the structure of the exercises that improve development 
of certain laboratory skills and student’s perception of the remote 
experience. The same experimental setup is used to address different 
learning outcomes and, in turns, different target audiences showing the 
potential of significantly improving the economical sustainability of the 
labs, especially in the case these are integrated in courses at other 
universities.    

The generality of conclusions is partially validated by the involvement of 
external students, researchers and professional in energy technology in the 
testing of the remote laboratory exercises as part of collaborative initiatives 
that raise also the interest for a possible application of remote experimenta-
tion in research activity. 

Keywords: remote laboratory, distant education, engineering education, 
turbomachinery training 
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S A M M A N FA T T N I N G  

I sitt jobb använder ingenjörer sina analytiska och kreativa förmågor för att 
lösa problem som kräver tillämpning av vetenskap och erfarenhet på ett på-
litligt och hållbart sätt. Laborationer utgör ett utmärkt scenario för ingen-
jörsstudenter att lära genom tillämpning i verkliga situationer av grundläg-
gande kunskap och genom att analysera, syntetisera, och göra bedömningar 
baserade på experimentella resultat. Dessutom, i fall av grupparbete, tränar 
elever sina sociala färdigheter genom att samarbeta med samma uppdrag, 
fatta beslut och dela ansvar med varandra.  

Användning och utveckling av informationsteknik har under de senaste 
åren ökat kraftigt och har haft betydande inverkan på olika områden i sam-
hället, inklusive utbildning. Även om distansutbildning har funnits länge, är 
det den utbredda tillgängligheten till Internet och vanan av den nuvarande 
unga generationen med informationsteknologi som har lett till den senaste 
tidens uppsving i intresset för storskalig öppna nätkurser (Massive Open On-
line Courses) samt olika former av blandat lärande (blended learning). 

Laborationer i utbildning är traditionellt praktiska aktiviteter som genom-
förs av studenter på campus med hjälp av en instruktör. Nya miljöer såsom 
virtuella och fjärrstyrda laboratorier har under de senaste decennierna in-
förts i ett flertal discipliner för att förbättra tillgången för distansstudenter, 
skära ned kostnaderna av traditionella laboratorier och uppgradera funkt-
ionaliteten av befintlig infrastuktur. Men osäkerheterna är många kring de-
ras effektivitet för att hantera utvecklingen av tekniska färdigheter, liksom 
deras tekniska förmåga att som resurser vara tillgängliga dygnet runt för 
hela världen. 

Den här undersökningen handlar om att utveckla, driftsätta och utvärdera 
ett antal fjärrstyrda laboratorier som skall användas i utbildningen av ingen-
jörsstudenter inom strömningsmaskiner. Fokus läggs på tre nya fjärrstyrda 
laboratorier: 

• en pumplaboration med fokus på bedömning av driften av pumpar 
• en turbin kaskadlaboration med fokus på mätning av aerodyna-

miska förluster 
• en turbinkaskadlaboration med fokus på mätning av aeroelastiska 

egenskaper i en vibrerande kaskad. 
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Laboratorierna är utvecklade med hög presterande instrumentering och en 
konstruktion som möjliggör återanvändning av gemensam hårdvara och 
mjukvaruresurser. Olika tekniker används för fjärrstyrning av utrustningen 
medan övningarna innehåller interaktiva läromedel, självutvärdering, och 
verktyg för analys av experimentella data. 

Omfattande tester inom pågående kurser vid institutionen visar en övergri-
pande bra teknisk prestanda av de fjärrstyrda laboratorierna. Tillgänglighet-
en förbättras med hjälp av ny webbteknik medan integrering av labbar i be-
fintliga nätverk av fjärrstyrda laboratorier och användning av ett avancerat 
hanteringssystem uppfattas som nödvändigt för framtida uppskalning av 
applikationerna. 

Konceptet med de fjärrstyrda laboratorier är kritiskt utvärderat, vilket leder 
till förändringar i strukturen av övningarna som förbättrar egenskaperna 
och studentens uppfattning av den nätbaserade upplevelsen. Samma expe-
rimentella inställning används för att behandla olika lärandemål och, på 
detta sätt, olika målgrupper. Detta visar potentialen att betydligt förbättra 
den ekonomiska hållbarheten av labbarna, särskilt när de integreras i kurser 
vid andra högskolor. 

Generella slutsatser har validerats genom medverkan av externa studenter, 
forskare och professionella inom energiteknik i testningen av de fjärrstyrda 
laboratorierna som en del av samverkande initiativ, som ökar intresset för 
en möjlig användning av fjärrstyrda labbar i forskningsverksamheten. 

Nyckelord: fjärrstyrda laboratorier, distansutbildning, ingenjörsutbildning, 
Turbomachinery utbildning 
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The results presented in these papers are based on the work carried out 
over a period of two and an half years, using on-going courses at the de-
partment of Energy Technology at KTH as the main test bed for the evalu-
ation of the laboratories. 
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1  I N T R O D U C T I O N  

1 . 1  C o n t e x t  

A progressive shift towards a student-centered learning approach has in the last 
century been at the attention of the research in education. In this approach 
major focus is on student’s needs, interests and different ways of learning 
that should be addressed at schools and universities. Students have an ac-
tive role in defining their own educational path and are more aware of the 
possibilities offered within and outside the borders of their home institu-
tion. At the same time these should prepare people that meet the needs of 
the society and that have the right qualifications to enter a job market that 
is constantly evolving. Educational institutions are consequently involved in 
a continuous work of redefining the learning objectives, in exploring new 
ways of teaching, and in providing students with increased choice, accessi-
bility and personalization of courses and study programmes that often in-
clude periods of mobility and forms of professional job training.  

The massive access to the Internet and the most recent advances in Infor-
mation and Communication Technology (ICT) have allowed for new forms 
of exchange of information and of knowledge as well as widened the open 
source culture against the hegemony of the intellectual property laws (Guri-
Rosenblit 2008). Several of the top universities around the world make the 
material used in teaching freely available online (such as the MIT Open 
Courseware initiative at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology) and of-
fer massive open online courses (MOOC) - with Coursera, Udacity and 
edX being among the most popular providers - that span from engineering 
sciences, humanities, biology, social sciences, business and other and that 
every year account for millions of users.  

In order to support new ways of learning and to meet the expectations of 
the current generation of digital natives (Prensky 2001), even traditional 
schools and universities used to face-to-face teaching only have started in 
the last decades to introduce e-learning aids and to offer forms of e-learning 
and blended-learning. Online course registration, physical or remote presence, 
interactive lessons, productivity tools are just some of the well-established 
means that institutions need to grant to survive the competition. The fact 
that tablets have started to replace pens and books at schools as in Sweden 
(Kyringer & Ritzén 2012) and Italy (MIUR 2013) is just one of the many 
examples of the process that represents at the same time a profitable busi-
ness for the manufacturers of electronic devices (tablets, smartphones, lap-
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tops, etc.), for the publishing houses and the digital stores (eBooks, audio-
books, apps, etc.), for the companies that develop software of content crea-
tion and management (learning management systems, course creation soft-
ware, audio/video recording) and social networking.  

In the attempt to cope with the increasing demand from distant students to 
have access to higher education in the field of energy technology, the Divi-
sion of Heat and Power Technology at KTH has started more than a dec-
ade ago to offer distance-based educational programmes such as the Dis-
tance Master Program Sustainable Energy Engineering (DSEE) and the 
Energy-Online (EOL). This has been possible with the acquisition and use 
of e-learning software (such as Saba® Centra™) for online live lecturing 
and the development of own tools such as the computerized learning plat-
form CompEdu (Salomón et al. 2004), online automated exams, and re-
mote laboratories (Navarathna et al. 2004). In the last years additional Mas-
ter Programmes at the 2nd and 3rd cycle higher education – SELECT and 
THRUST and SELECT + respectively – have been established at the de-
partment that include compulsory mobility at one of the partner institu-
tions as well internship periods in industry. All of the aforementioned pro-
grammes include also courses in applied sciences where experimental activ-
ity has historically been and still is of fundamental importance. The HPT 
division has therefore continued to invest in the development of additional 
and up-to-date e-learning material, in exploring new methodologies such as 
podcasting (Vogt 2012), (Besem et al. 2013), in adopting newly released 
web conferencing platforms (such as Adobe® Connect™) for live lectur-
ing, and in establishing a state-of-the-art HPT Learning Theatre. In addi-
tion, a greater effort has been put in establishing a number of technologi-
cally and pedagogically advanced remote laboratory exercises. The 
achievements in the development and use of these laboratories represent 
the topic of the present work. 

1 . 2  O b j e c t i v e s  

The objective of this work is the commissioning of a set of remote labora-
tory exercises related to turbomachinery. The laboratories should feature 
testing capabilities at high quality and will be used on a stable basis in ongo-
ing engineering courses at the Division of Heat and Power Technology at 
KTH. Furthermore the remote laboratories shall be available for any other 
form of online education and training in the field, including the possible in-
tegration of the laboratory exercises in the curricula of existing courses at 
partner institutions. The remote laboratories are not intended to replace in 
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all aspects hands-on exercises but rather to give students the possibility to 
acquire their own data sets for further analysis and to think on the way how 
this should be done.  

The pedagogical development and assessment of the remote laboratories 
represents a contribution to the overall mission of the Division of HPT 
and the other stakeholders in the project towards lifelong learning in the 
field of energy technology. 

 

1 . 3  M e t h o d o l o g y  

The method of attack followed in this project for the achievement of the 
objectives stated above is the following: 

1. Literature review: this phase aims at deepening the knowledge in 
the field of remote laboratories, of their technical operation and of 
their current use in education (Paper I); 

2. Conceptual design: this phase is devoted at the definition of the 
target requirements and at the conceptual development of the tech-
nical and pedagogical solution for the remote laboratories (Paper I); 

3. Implementation: in this stage the conceptual development is trans-
formed into a set of remote laboratory exercises (Paper I to III) 

4. Assessment: the remote laboratories are tested and evaluated on 
large scale by students, researchers, teachers and experts in the tur-
bomachinery field as part of on-going courses at the Division of 
HPT and of other collaborative initiatives. 
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2  L I T E R A T U R E  R E V I E W  

2 . 1  L a b o r a t o r i e s  i n  E d u c a t i o n  

The fundamental importance of laboratory activities in education, especially 
in the field of sciences and engineering, is hardly questionable (Ma & 
Nickerson 2006). In Paper I the main emphasis is on the role of practical 
experimentation within the Lewinian Experimental Learning Model (Kolb 
1984) shown in Figure 2-1 as a way to promote deep learning of students. 

 

Figure 2-1: Lewinian Experiential Learning Model. Adapted 
from (Kolb 1984) 

In (Ma & Nickerson 2006) a four-dimensional goal model for laboratories 
used in education is introduced. Each of the four goals promotes the de-
velopment of specific skills of the learner as defined in Table 2-1 and shall 
be targeted in the development of a new lab. 

   Lab Goals Description Goals from ABET 0F

1 

Conceptual un-
derstanding 

Extent to which laboratory activities help 
students understand and solve problems 
related to key concepts taught in the class-
room. 

Illustrate concepts and principles 

                                                 

1 Accreditation Board for Engineering Technology 

Concrete 
Experience

Reflective 
Observation

Abstract 
Conceptualization

Active 
Experimentation
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Design skills 

Extent to which laboratory activities in-
creases student’s ability to solve open-
ended problems through the design and 
construction of new artefacts or processes. 

Ability to design and investigate 

Understand the nature of science 
(scientific mind) 

Social skills 
Extend to which students learn how to 
productively perform engineering-related 
activities in groups. 

Social skills and other productive 
behaviours (communication, team 
interaction and problem solving 
leadership) 

Professional 
skills 

Extend to which students become more 
familiar with the technical skills they will 
be expected to have when practicing in the 
profession. 

Technical/procedural skills 

Introduce students to the world of 
scientists and engineers in practice 

Application of knowledge to prac-
tice 

Table 2-1: Educational goals for laboratory learning (Ma & 
Nickerson 2006) 

2 . 2  H a n d s - o n ,  V i r t u a l  a n d  R e m o t e  L a b o r a t o r i e s  

Remote experiments for teaching and learning in the science and engineer-
ing subject areas have been around for over 20 years (Cooper & Ferreira 
2009) yet no universal definition of remote laboratory in available in literature 
making it difficult even to evaluate the effectiveness of remote experimen-
tation (Ma & Nickerson 2006). Nevertheless criteria have been defined to 
locate the remote laboratories within the domain of the possible laboratory 
environments as in (Müller & Erbe 2006) where differentiation between re-
mote lab, hands-on lab and virtual lab - reported in Table 2-2 - is based upon: 

1. The nature of the lab equipment (physical or virtual) 

2. The access-mode to perform a task (local or distant access) 

User access 
 

Nature of  
equipment 

local distant 

Physical 
(real) 

hands-on remote lab 

Virtual 
(modelled) 

virtual lab 
distributed vir-

tual lab 

Table 2-2: Laboratory environments (Müller & Erbe 2006) 
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Hands-on laboratory   

The most ancient and intuitive form of experimentation used in education 
is the hands-on lab in which (i) the equipment required to perform the labor-
atory is physically available and (ii) the students who perform the lab are 
physically present in the lab (Ma & Nickerson 2006). 

Remote laboratory   

The criteria of physical nature of the equipment is preserved in a remote lab 
that differs from a hands-on laboratory in the fact that the user and the la-
boratory setup are at different locations (Müller & Erbe 2006). 

Virtual laboratory   

A virtual lab is a computer-based model of a real-life lab. Virtual laborato-
ries are non-physical tools, they are simulated labs (Müller & Erbe 2006). A 
simulated lab is considered as an imitation of a real experiment (Ma & 
Nickerson 2006). The terms virtual lab and simulated lab can therefore be re-
garded as equivalent.  

Distributed laboratory  

Users geographically distributed can have simultaneous access to lab re-
sources placed at different locations.  A distributed virtual laboratory is a sce-
nario in which a computer program - the virtual laboratory - is simultane-
ously operated by more than one user (Müller & Erbe 2006). Sharing of re-
sources may happen also in the case of remote laboratories and the term 
collaborative remote laboratory is introduced to identify a single physical lab or a 
grid of physical lab facilities distributed among various locations and used 
simultaneously by geographically distributed users to perform learning and 
working tasks in a collaborative way. The use of the term collaborative remote 
laboratory – found also in (Fayolle et al. 2010) – and of collaborative remote ex-
perimentation in (Rohrig et al. 2003) remarks the fact that there is no univer-
sally applicable definition of remote laboratory and that the criteria reported in 
Table 2-2 are sufficient for a first orientation only. 

A thoughtful analysis of advantages and disadvantages of the use of labora-
tory environments in education of various types is carried out in (Ma & 
Nickerson 2006). Two are the main observations of the work that are here 
reported: (i) “There are advocates and detractors for each lab type”, (ii) 
“Advocates measure against different educational objectives”.  
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With respect to the first statement above the authors document how in lit-
erature the major benefit of hands-on labs is considered to be the ability to 
provide real data and unexpected clashes between theory and experimental 
evidences as opposite to simulated labs. On the other hand hands-on labs 
are seen as costly (in terms of lab space, experimental equipment, and of 
instructor time that all are also subject to rising costs in time) and limiting 
access to students with disabilities and distant users thus contributing to a 
progressive decline of hands-on laboratory courses. One indisputable ad-
vantage of virtual labs over hands-on and remote labs is the absence of risk 
associated with operator error (Müller & Erbe 2006). Dissimilar opinions 
are instead on the economic benefit of such laboratories with advocates in-
voking a use of information technology as a cost-effective approach to-
wards cutting the costs of hands-on laboratories and with detractors claim-
ing that realistic simulations take large amounts of time and resources to be 
developed. Detractors also argue that excessive use of simulations would 
disconnect students from reality and that the main outcome of using simu-
lations at school is students learning how to perform simulations (rather 
than learning from the simulated experiment). Remote laboratories appear 
to have the great advantage of combining the benefits of hands-on labs to 
the ones of virtual labs providing affordable real data (when the experi-
mental equipment is shared among different institutions) and extending ac-
cess in time (24-7) and location (distant users, students with disabilities). 
Among the limitations of remote laboratories, the fact that students are 
likely to be distracted and impatient with computers and that remote labs 
seldom succeed in being perceived as realistic.           

With respect to the second statement above the authors want to stress how 
in literature emphasis is given to either one or the other of the educational 
goals – defined in Table 2-1 - depending on the specific type of laboratory 
investigated as depicted in Figure 2-2. The conclusion they come to is that 
supporters of hands-on laboratories find the other types of labs to be lack-
ing in teaching design skills while adherents to remote labs evaluate their 
laboratories with respect to conceptual skills rather than to design skills. It 
is interesting to observe how the remote labs - at the time the literature re-
view was performed – fall inside the other two categories.    
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Figure 2-2: Educational goals of laboratory learning. Adapted 
from (Ma & Nickerson 2006) 

2 . 3  T e c h n i c a l  I m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  a  R e m o t e  
L a b o r a t o r y  

In a remote laboratory environment real experiments are performed using 
physical equipment that is located somewhere distant from the user. A 
simplified representation of how a typical remote laboratory is operated is 
shown in Figure 2-3. There are two elements that have been identified in 
this work as fundamental for the technical operation of a remote laboratory 
environment: 

1. An experimental setup 

2. Telecommunications technology   

 

Figure 2-3: Elements of a typical remote laboratory 
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2 . 3 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t a l  S e t u p  

According to (Hansson 2007), (i) an experiment is a planned observation 
where the observer (experimenter) manipulates the variables that are be-
lieved to influence the outcome and (ii) the tasks an experimental apparatus 
should accomplish are: 

- Realize: to make the phenomenon appear 

- Separate: remove disturbing factors 

- Control: bring those factors under control that can have an influ-
ence on the phenomenon 

- Observe: obtain as exact observations as possible 

In the case of a remote laboratory there is the additional requirement that 
all aforementioned tasks are to be performed without the need of a physical 
person to be present in the lab room. This leads to the next fundamental 
element of a remote laboratory: telecommunications. 

2 . 3 . 2  T e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  T e c h n o l o g y  

Telecommunications has been defined as a technology concerned with com-
municating from a distance (Anttalainen 2003). Of interest for the imple-
mentation of a remote laboratory is electrical (not mechanical, i.e. post and 
press) and bidirectional (otherwise it would allow for control only or observa-
tion only) telecommunications.  

The field of telecommunications - even with the aforementioned re-
strictions-  is very broad and include among other the telecommunications net-
work, defined as a collection of terminal nodes, links and any intermediate 
nodes which are connected so as to enable telecommunication between the 
terminals (Wikipedia 2013b) and the middleware, defined as computer soft-
ware that enables communication between multiple software applications, 
possibly running on more than one machine (Encyclopædia Britannica 
2013). Within the context of the remote laboratories it is of particular rele-
vance the telecommunication means that serve the scope of: 

- allowing bidirectional exchange of data between the experimental 
setup and the end-user (or client) for the control and observation of 
the experiment; 
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- integrating means for the authentication and authorization of the 
user(s), reservation of the lab resources and/or queuing of the us-
er(s), other services; 

- providing forms of social media such as video and audio conferenc-
ing services, data and picture sharing just to name a few.   

The first scope is directly related with the additional requirement of a re-
mote laboratory setup to allow for the execution of a locally-unmanned ex-
periment. The main step in this direction is the ‘automation’ of the labora-
tory, i.e. the implementation of systems that substitute the manual actions 
of the experimenter on the laboratory equipment. This is typically achieved 
using devices that embed a modern operating system or that are connected 
to a PLC or to a local computer through which is possible to (in principle 
locally) operate the equipment (Gravier et al. 2007). To move beyond the 
geographical limitations of a LAN (that includes Ethernet and Wi-Fi), re-
mote laboratories are integrated in a WAN. Internet is the network typically 
preferred for the implementation of remote laboratories (Lowe et al. 2009). 
The last link in the communication chain is the end-user device. This can 
be regarded as any hardware – desktop or portable computer, tablet, 
smartphone, etc. being able to communicate with a programming language 
that is compatible with the technology (or technologies) used to build up 
the remote laboratory infrastructure. The user typically interfaces with the 
end-user device (and throughout the telecommunications chain down to 
the laboratory equipment) by means of the so-called Graphical User Interface. 
Integrating graphical icons and visual indicators, a GUI has the advantage 
over a Command-line Interface (CLI) to improve the perceived steep learning 
curve (Wikipedia 2013a). The repartition of the most popular technologies 
used for the middleware and the GUI is included in Figure 2-4. Depending 
on the implications for the end-user, these technologies are regarded as in-
trusive applications and non-intrusive applications (Gomes & García-zubía 2007) 
with the former requiring the user to access system resources on his/her 
device and thus representing a risk for the security or privacy of the user 
and of his/her device. Technologies may also be classified based on the 
method used for the communication between local and remote computers 
as in (Hyder 2010) where distinction is made between Remote Desktop Con-
nection, Internet Browsers and Remote Access Programs.     
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Figure 2-4: Repartition by technologies used, for the middle-
ware and graphic user interface (Gravier et al. 2007) 
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Skype® (Hyder 2010) can be regarded, with voice over IP being the most 
used media (Gravier et al. 2008). 

2 . 4  P e d a g o g i c a l  C o n s i d e r a t i o n s  

Regardless of the technical value of a remote laboratory, the pedagogical 
outcome of the laboratory activity is what is of major concern for its suc-
cessful use in education. Human-machine interaction (HMI) – term more 
properly used in industrial design - is only one of the aspects that go be-
yond the purely technical context and that should be encompassed in the 
study, planning and design or a remote laboratory. In this chapter focus is 
on the pedagogical design and evaluation means of a remote laboratory.  

2 . 4 . 1  S t u d e n t s ,  L a b o r a t o r y  I n s t r u c t i o n s  a n d  
L e a r n i n g  S t y l e s  

Remote laboratories are, in principle, targeted to distant students. Never-
theless, their use is becoming popular also for on-campus education and it 
is therefore advisable that designers should take into account the character-
istics and needs of both categories of learners. A distant learning student 
differs from a traditional student in having different schedules (for reading 
and writing assignments, review learning material, study for a test) and in 
needing more self-motivation. Different is also the perception with respect 
to a remote laboratory: while it is reasonable to believe that distant students 
will welcome the opportunity to engage themselves in this additional online 
activity, students who have worked with traditional laboratories are often 
skeptical of the capability of remote laboratories to provide an adequate 
level of interaction with an apparatus (Hyder 2010). 

Preparatory material should be exhaustive but essential. While this state-
ment applies to any laboratory activity in general, emphasis here is on the 
fact that superfluous detail on the remote operation might be perceived as a 
challenge to the initial setup of a remote connection (Hyder 2010). Short 
tutorials, screenshots, figure helps, videos might be useful for the students 
to get acquainted with the remote laboratory and with setting up of the sys-
tem, while the procedure of the experiment itself should be similar to that 
of a traditional laboratory (being the two capable of producing the same 
kind of data).  

The design of a remote laboratory should take also into account different 
learning styles. Some students work better when they are given specific in-
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structions, other when they are just told general information, other when 
reasoning on examples. Differences are also between the learner’s percep-
tion of what works best for him/her and what they actually experience 
(Hyder 2010). 

2 . 4 . 2   A s s e s s m e n t  o f  e - l e a r n i n g  i n  R e m o t e  L a b s  

Common to other forms of e-learning is the need for remote lab imple-
mentations to ensure adequate means for the assessment of students’ 
knowledge and competences development undergone during the laboratory 
activity. Most often the evaluation relies on users’ opinion and attitude ra-
ther than on scientific evidence (Matute & Vadillo 2007). In this way, satis-
faction and attractiveness are being assessed instead of learning, which can 
lead to misleading conclusions. Another problem arises when is effective-
ness only is to be evaluated: an assessment (or exam) at the end of the ex-
ercise measures the product of learning but not the way in which it occurs.  
Remote laboratories have the advantage over traditional laboratories of of-
fering a progress tracking functionality. This refers to the inherit capability of 
recording all signals, responses and commands that (i) help students in 
identifying events in the experiment they might have missed when occurred 
and (ii) might be used by instructors to monitor how students work and 
how they get to their conclusions (Hyder 2010). In (Matute & Vadillo 2007) 
a scientific approach for the assessment of a remote laboratory is proposed 
that is based on measuring the variables that conform the learning curve 
and that allow for a comparison of a remote laboratory as a teaching tech-
nique. First step in this approach is to clearly define what we want to teach 
and what we want to assess (e.g. time effectiveness, attractiveness, etc.). 
Secondly, the comparison should have a statistical fundament (i.e. include 
large number of users, have a reference group to compare with) and ensure 
generality of results (e.g. have the remote lab tested by researchers at differ-
ent universities).    

2 . 5  C h a l l e n g e s  a n d  T r e n d s  i n  R e m o t e  L a b s  

The technical, pedagogical and economical sustainability of remote labora-
tories has been at the center of discussion in the research community dur-
ing the past years.  

In (Salzmann & Gillet 2007) the main challenge to the sustainability is seen 
as the need to move from a research setup available occasionally to a 24/7 
worldwide accessible professional remote infrastructure that is robust 
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against students’ faults and malicious attacks, that is fully autonomous and 
self-diagnostic, and that offers customer support. In (Gravier et al. 2008) 
focus is on reusability: “ Whereas remote laboratories platforms are getting 
more mature, they are still built without the will to be reused “  pointing 
mainly at the absence of a standard in software infrastructure and identify-
ing in remote laboratory interoperability the possible solution with a sce-
nario where different devices are shared among institutions and form a 
workbench of tools easy to find and access through dedicated discovery 
services. This has partially been accomplished with MIT iLabs, LabShare, 
WebLab-Deusto, i.e. the creation of remote experiment management plat-
forms for an easy integration of new and existing laboratories (Orduna et 
al. 2011) as well as the integration of remote laboratories in existing LMS 
(Sancristobal et al. 2011), (Orduna 2012). 

An improved learning environment should also be ensured that enables for 
collaborative work and that maximizes the student–distant system interac-
tion (Salzmann & Gillet 2007) enhancing the perception of reality. This can 
e.g. be achieved with the use of collaborative remote labs “ based on a feeling 
of shared space, time and reality (presence), determined by technological 
and human factors” (Müller & Erbe 2006). Another approach towards en-
hancing the experiential learning in remote labs is the use of e-portfolios  that 
allow learners to document and share their own learning process as well as 
instructors to guide students through the processes (Terkowsky et al. 2012).     
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3  C O N C E P T U A L  D E S I G N  

The first task in the design of the remote laboratories commissioned in this 
work has been to define the nature of the experiments to be treated and to 
identify the potential consumers of such tools. This has led to a list of re-
quirements driving the conceiving, implementation and evaluation of the 
laboratories. 

3 . 1  C o n t e n t  o f  t h e  L a b o r a t o r i e s  

To start with, the existing on campus laboratory exercises included in the 
curriculum of the turbomachinery courses have been taken into account. 
Additional ones have been considered such as to further enrich the curricu-
la of the newly introduced1F

2 THRUST Programme. Last, a short literature 
research has been carried out to identify the actual scenario of existing re-
mote laboratories in the field of interest and is here reported in Table 3-1. 

Name and reference Topic Type Status 
Cascade lab 

(Navarathna et al. 2004) 
Turbomachinery aerody-

namics 
R, C NO2F

3 

Active Noise Control in 
Ventilation Duct 

Active noise control R U 

Turbulent to laminar 
transition flow 

(LabShare 2012) 

Turbulent to laminar 
transition 

R,S O 

Jet Thrust Laboratory 
(Ogot et al. 2002) 

Jet engine operation R U 

Table 3-1: Remote laboratories in the field of interest, R= re-
mote, S=shared, O=operative, NO=non-operative, 

U=unknown 

Final discussion with course leaders and Programme directors at HPT has 
led to the definition of the following three remote laboratories and in their 
potential integration in ongoing courses as the department as following: 

                                                 

2 At the time the project was started. 

3 Replaced by the remote cascade lab included in the present thesis work 
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1. Remote pump lab focusing on the assessment of operation of 
centrifugal pumps in different system configurations (parallel and 
serial connection) and operating conditions (rotational speed, sys-
tem head). Integration in Part I - Turbomachinery for Incompress-
ible Fluids – of the Turbomachinery course;  

2. Remote cascade lab focusing on the assessment of the steady 
aerodynamic performance of gas turbine blade rows and on the 
characterization of the aerodynamic flow field throughout a cascade 
at design and off-design conditions. Integration in Part II –
Turbomachinery for Compressible Fluids – of the Turbomachinery 
course, in Jet Propulsion Engines - General Course, in Thermal 
Turbomachinery, and in Airbreathing Propulsion, Intermediate 
Course I.    

3. Remote flutter lab focusing on the assessment of the unsteady 
aerodynamic performance of gas turbine cascades and on the char-
acterization of the phenomenon of flutter in turbomachinery. Inte-
gration in Thermal Turbomachinery and Airbreathing Propulsion, 
Intermediate Course I.    

As shown in Figure 3-1, a remote laboratory can correspond to one or 
more remote laboratory exercises.  

 
Figure 3-1: Integration of the remote labs in ongoing courses at HPT3F

4 

                                                 

4 The Remote Pressure Measurement Lab is not included in the present work.  
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The concept of remote laboratory exercise as conceived in the present 
work is presented in Chapter 3.5. The difference with respect to the defini-
tion of remote laboratory has here to be interpreted as the fact that the 
same laboratory setup can be used to address different intended learning 
outcomes (ILO) – and thus knowledge and skills - depending on how the 
exercise is structured thus adjusting to the needs of different phases in a 
course, different courses or different users. This latter is the case of the re-
mote cascade lab used in the Turbomachinery and Jet Propulsion Engines - 
General Course to perform a “Loss measurement in a turbine cascade” and 
in the Thermal Turbomachinery and Airbreathing Propulsion, Intermediate 
Course I used for the characterization of the “Flow downstream of a tur-
bine cascade”. 

3 . 2  T a r g e t  U s e r s  

During the design phase of the remote laboratories it was decided to esti-
mate the number of consumers and to identify the profile of the typical us-
er of such laboratories.  Both parameters are of importance in the choice of 
the technologies to be used, in the definition of the ILO, and in addressing 
properly the sustainability and scalability of the laboratories.  Information 
such as nationality (or country of residence) can e.g. be relevant for identi-
fying limited access to certain resources (such as adequate internet band-
width or specific software) or language barriers. Analysis of students’ en-
rollment survey form in the turbomachinery courses offered at KTH has 
been the first approach used to collect information on number and profile 
of typical users. Considering the participants in the 2011 edition of the 
MJ2429 Turbomachinery course, the following characteristics appear: 

‐ Among the almost 200 confirmed participants there is a widespread 
age distribution ranging from 20 to 53 years; 

‐ Students belong to different home programmes (KTH CMAST, 
KTH SUE, KTH THRUST, KTH SEE, DSEE EOL, DSEE 
OUSL, DSEE ICBT, DSEE Zambia, Erasmus exchange, free-
standing students, etc.); 

‐ 60% of the students follow the course on distance4F

5. 

                                                 

5 Of the 181 students confirming participation to the course, 110 declared they will follow the 
course on distance. 
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Besides students enrolled in courses held at KTH, other user profiles have 
been considered. In particular the Virtual Campus Hub community that in-
cludes MSc and PhD students, researchers and professionals in industry 
that have limited or no connection to KTH, that have different levels of 
knowledge and skills in turbomachinery and/or in energy technology, and 
that have an undefined age distribution. Regardless of the number of users 
within the timeframe of the VCH project, a future scenario is to be regard-
ed that consists of several universities collaborating in joint activities and 
exchanging educational content and tools such as the remote laboratories. 

3 . 3  G e n e r a l  D e s i g n  C r i t e r i a  

Based on the literature review, on the nature of the experiments and on the 
characteristics of the target users of the remote laboratories included in the 
present work, the following general design criteria have been considered: 

‐ The use of the remote laboratories should foster the development 
of design and social skills of the learner along with the professional 
and conceptual ones;  

‐ Maximum reusability of elements should be ensured for scaling up 
of the application and efficient use of resources;  

‐  The phenomena investigated involve accurate and comprehensive 
measuring techniques thus requiring the use of state-of-the-art in-
strumentation in turbomachinery; 

‐ The target users have widespread level of knowledge and skills in 
turbomachinery thus recommending differentiation of ILO for dif-
ferent classes of users; 

‐ Users might not be experienced with experimental actvity and 
therefore not aware of the implications of certain actions or com-
mands given to the system, thus needing it to be self-secure; 

‐ Users might not have access to specific resources (e.g. software li-
cences, administrator rights to install software or plugins, high level 
of bandwidth, etc.) thus accessibility should be among the priorities; 
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Other considerations include the requirement of ensuring the safety, relia-
bility, maintainability of the remote laboratories as experimental rigs hosted 
at the institution as well as of all systems connected to them (pow-
er/air/water supply, PLCs, local networks, etc.).     

A trade-off between the pedagogical content of the labs – in terms of what 
is technically possible to experiment, what is of importance for the 
achievement of the ILO and the development of the laboratory skills – and 
an easy of operation – in terms of capability of the system to allow the user 
to focus on the exercise rather than on how to remotely access and operate 
the resources – has been fostered and led to the definition of the remote 
laboratory and of remote laboratory exercise included in Chapter 3.4 and 
Chapter 3.5 respectively.  

3 . 4  T h e  “ R e m o t e  L a b o r a t o r y ”  

The fact that a universal definition of remote laboratory does not exist – as 
exposed in Chapter 2.2 – recommends to explicitly stating the characteris-
tics that are meant to be representative of a remote laboratory within the 
frame of the project: 

- Physical equipment is involved: it is not a purely software-simulated 
laboratory; 

- Based on controlled observations: there are parameters influencing 
the outcome of the experiment that the user can control; 

- It is used by remote users: either on campus or distant based, users 
do not have physical access to the laboratory equipment; 

- Users are learners: regardless of them being students, researchers, 
professionals; 

- Individual or team operation: users have access to and operate the 
laboratory either alone or as part of a team whose members might 
physically be spread at various locations (distributed lab) and  

- Shared among institutions: certain laboratories are shared to pro-
mote interaction of faculties and students across institutions (shared 
lab) as well as more efficient use of resources; 
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3 . 5  T h e  “ R e m o t e  L a b o r a t o r y  E x e r c i s e ”  

A remote laboratory itself – as defined above - cannot be regarded as a 
comprehensive educational tool. In (Müller & Erbe 2006) the typical sce-
nario in education corresponds to learners whose “objective consists of 
carrying out a work assignment that is part of their study activities”. In this 
sense it is more appropriate to refer to the term remote laboratory exercise 
where the value-added pedagogical function is achieved by the synergic in-
tegration of different elements – such as self-study, hands-on experience, 
evaluation of the ILO – that ensures the achievement of the desired level 
of knowledge and of competence development in a specific field.  

Within the context of this project the remote laboratory exercise is conceived as 
consisting of a series of activities, each of them corresponding to a specific 
learning phase. These could eventually be assigned partial scores contrib-
uting to the overall grade. The structure of the remote laboratory exercise is 
presented in Paper III and here shown in Figure 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-2: Structure of the Remote Laboratory Exercise 
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Follows a brief description of the activities part of the remote laboratory 
exercise:   

Syllabus and ILO are the aspects learners should get familiar with since 
the beginning. The first task in the exercise is therefore to go through an 
overall description of the laboratory activity – aided by a short demonstra-
tive video – and through the list of Intended Learning Outcomes defining 
what learners should know, understand and be able to do as a result of 
their learning experience with the remote laboratory. 

Self-Study of “Knowledge Material” consisting of lecture notes, record-
ings, reference literature as well as laboratory notes. The knowledge materi-
al is tailored upon the specific target group of users, and is made available 
online. The self-study aims at providing the theoretical background on the 
topic of interest and on the experimental techniques used in the laboratory.  

Pre-Test in the form of an online self-assessment based on multiple choice 
questions (MCQs) and, if appropriate, calculation exercises. The test is a 
prerequisite to obtain access to the subsequent activities and represents a 
tool to verify that an adequate level of preparation is achieved for a suc-
cessful continuation of the laboratory.  

Planning that includes the reservation of the laboratory resources and the 
definition of the experimental activity to be carried out. For this purpose, a 
scheduling tool for the remote lab is provided where users can form the lab 
groups and reserve the lab resources for one of the time slots available. 
Depending on the specific laboratory exercise, the trainer decides whether 
specific procedures have to be followed during the experiments or if the 
group is expected to plan the activity that will be carried out in the remote 
laboratory during the following phase. 

Experimental Activity that involves the learners in performing the meas-
urements, observing the phenomena of interest, and collecting experi-
mental data. The work is structured as a series of tasks of increasing com-
plexity, each of them followed by self-study questions promoting compre-
hension of what just measured and motivating the tasks coming thereafter. 
A basic achievement of the intended learning outcomes is already expected 
after completion of this phase.  

Assessment that is based on the observations and data previously acquired 
that are summarized in a qualitative as well as quantitative way. This phase 
is aimed at deepening the knowledge and understanding on the phenomena 
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of interest as well as training the analytical skills of the students. Depending 
on the specific exercise, a manually corrected assignment and (or alterna-
tively) an online test for automatic correction is included, where questions 
and calculation exercises focus on the outcomes from the experiments. 

Online Survey that is filled out at the end of the laboratory exercise in or-
der to self-evaluate the achievement of the ILO and the development of 
the laboratory skills. The survey serves also to collect feedback on the re-
mote laboratory and on how the exercise has been perceived from a learn-
er’s perspective.  A template of the survey questionnaire is included in Ap-
pendix A.  

3 . 6  O n l i n e  I n t e g r a t i o n  o f  E l e m e n t s  

As evident from the description of the laboratory exercise, different are the 
online functionalities needed for the implementation of a remote laboratory 
exercise as conceived for this project, such as: 

‐ Online scheduling functionality 
‐ Online assessment functionality 
‐ Graphical User Interface 
‐ Video and audio streaming from the lab 
‐ Online collaboration tool 
‐ Tools for data analysis 
‐ Online survey functionality 

Several are the existing platforms that have been evaluated during the 
course of the project that could offer such functionalities. These include 
the local LMS Bilda5F

6, the open-source LMS Moodle6F

7, and the experiment 
management system WebLab-Deusto7F

8. Further discussion on the specific 
solution used for the different labs is included in the corresponding publi-
cations. A web portal for the online deployment of the remote lab exercises 
hosted on the KTH domain has also been created that represents the ac-
cess point to the labs for the users not enrolled in the courses at the de-
partment. 
                                                 

6 http://intra.kth.se/utbildning/bilda (Swedish only).   

7 https://moodle.org 

8 https://www.weblab.deusto.es/web/weblab-deusto.html 
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4  I M P L E M E N TA T I O N  

4 . 1  R e m o t e  P u m p  L a b  ( P a p e r  I )  

The remote pump lab – shortly RPL - focuses on the assessment of opera-
tion of centrifugal pumps and is aimed primarily for integration in intro-
ductory courses to turbomachinery.  

4 . 1 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t a l  S e t u p  

The RPL consists of two separate rigs - RPL-P and RPL-S as shown in 
Figure 4-1 – allowing testing of centrifugal pumps in parallel and in serial 
connection respectively.  

 
 

Figure 4-1: a) Hydraulic scheme; b) CAD of RPL-P (left) and RPL-S (right) 

Pressure and flow rate data are acquired at different operating conditions – 
regulated by means of system valves - for the determination of the operat-
ing characteristic of the pumps. Additional valves are introduced in the 
RPL-P to allow for the single-pump operation and a frequency inverter is 
used to regulate the rotational speed. 

MM
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4 . 1 . 2  R e m o t e  O p e r a t i o n  

The control system of the rigs is developed in a LabVIEW® environment 
and the remote operation achieved with the deployment of two separate 
GUI – one for the RPL-P and one for the RPL-S - using the Remote Pan-
els technology of LabVIEW (National Instruments Corporation 2013). A 
network camera with present views and pan, tilt and zoom functionality is 
accessible for monitoring the experiment. Figure 4-2 shows browser access 
to the GUI of the RPL-P and a view from the network camera. Data col-
lected during the measurements are displayed real-time on the GUI and au-
tomatically sent to the specified email address.  

   

Figure 4-2: a) RPL-P GUI; b) network camera view 

 
Figure 4-3: Measurement data file sent via email 

ba 
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4 . 1 . 3  T h e  L a b o r a t o r y  E x e r c i s e  

In the pump laboratory exercise focus is on the determination of the oper-
ating characteristic of a pump and of the validation of the theory concern-
ing parallel and serial operation of pumps (Paper I).  The knowledge mate-
rial is presented in the e-book format (Figure 4-4) with links to the video 
tutorials and to catalogues of pumps as well as it includes a tutorial with 
self-study questions at the end of each task (Figure 4-5). A demo GUI is 
available beforehand to check correct installation of the LabVIEW RTE. 

 
Figure 4-4: RPL, knowledge material in the e-book format 

As a second task, complete the following steps which allow you to draw the characteristic 
curve for the parallel connection of pumps A and B with an auto measurement: 

1. from the pump control panel, select ‘PARALLEL’; 
2. repeat steps 4 to 16. Use the same number of points specified in step 1 

and remember to change the filename if you want the data not to be 
overwritten. 

Do the curves in the ‘CURVES OVERVIEW’ reflect the theory about parallel connection 
of pumps? 
Why for fully opened valve it is not possible to reach the same value of minimum delivery 
pressure when running the parallel connection? How is this related to the circuit? 

Figure 4-5: RPL, example of task with self-study questions 
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During the course of the years the pump laboratory exercise has undergone 
some modifications - documented in the Internal Report I – being now 
structured into two main activities: “Off-design operation of pumps” that 
includes efficiency calculation and “Serial and parallel operation of pumps”. 
Students can chose to concentrate on either of the two activities and Figure 
4-6 shows some of the work performed by students in the report con-
cerned with the off-design operation of pumps. 

 
Figure 4-6: Validation of affinity laws in students’ report 
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4 . 2  R e m o t e  C a s c a d e  L a b  ( P a p e r  I I )  

The remote cascade lab – shortly RCL - focuses on the assessment of the 
steady aerodynamic performance of gas turbines cascades. Depending on 
the nature and extend of the measurements performed with the RCL, dif-
ferent aspects of turbine cascade design and operation can be addressed 
thus being it suitable for integration in various courses on turbomachinery. 

4 . 2 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t a l  S e t u p  

The RCL consists of the low-speed open-circuit wind tunnel test facility 
shown in Figure 4-7. In the test section, a set of low pressure turbine 
blades is arranged such to form a linear cascade. 

 

 

 
Figure 4-7: a) Air supply layout for RCL with main measure-

ment setup; b) cascade lab test rig; c) RCL module 

The flow rate can be settled to different levels, as well as the cascade can be 
rotated to achieve inflow angles in the range ±45°. The measurement sys-
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tem includes upstream and downstream aerodynamic probe traversing for 
the determination of pressure and velocity distributions. The cascade in-
cludes also a set of blades with modify surface roughness. 

4 . 2 . 2  R e m o t e  O p e r a t i o n  

The control system of the RCL is developed in a LabVIEW® environment 
and the LabSocket system (Bergman Mechatronics LLC, 2013) is currently 
used for the deployment of the GUI shown in Figure 4-8.  

  

Figure 4-8: a) RCL GUI; b) network camera view 

The implementation of the LabSocket (described in paper III) represents a 
breakthrough in remote laboratory technology being the RCL now opera-
ble from any laptop, tablet or smartphone directly from popular web 
browser supporting the websocket technology (Google Chrome, Mozilla 
Firefox, Apple Safari) without any additional software installation. Previ-
ously, a GUI (described in Paper II) was released based on the Remote 
Panels technology. As for the RPL, data collected during the measurements 
are displayed real-time on the GUI and automatically sent to the specified 
email address. 

4 . 2 . 3  T h e  L a b o r a t o r y  E x e r c i s e  

The RCL exercise focuses on the experimental determination of the aero-
dynamic loss coefficient of a turbine blade row, on an intimate study of 2D 
and 3D flow field aspects (such as horseshoe vortices), and on the effect of 
blade surface roughness on the performances of turbomachinery cascades. 

ba 
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“Loss Measurements in a Turbine Cascade” and “Flow Downstream of a 
Turbine Blade Row” represent two formulations of the RCL exercise used 
in the Turbomachinery and Thermal Turbomachinery courses respectively. 
All in all, the RCL exercise is structured as series of tasks of increasing dif-
ficulty, some of them being mandatory and other being optional thus being 
suitable for different categories of learners. Tasks might include (i) operate 
the wind tunnel (ii), perform a 1D traverse at midspan (baseline profiles), 
(iii) investigate the influence of blade surface roughness, (iv) investigate the 
influence of inlet angle and flow velocity, (v) perform a 2D traverse in re-
gions closed to the blade tip (as shown in Figure 4-9) 

Perform a measurement with the assigned operating point but with different traverse pa-
rameters. This can e.g. be aimed at increasing the spatial resolution in a specific region of 
the passage where 2D and 3D flow phenomena are of particular importance.  The exam-
ple is given in Figure 6.  

    

Figure 6: Tip region of the blade (left) where to perform probe traverse with finer 
spatial resolution (right) 

Figure 4-9: RCL exercise, optional task  

Interactive tools for data analysis are provided as the one shown in Figure 
4-10. Table 4-1 shows the assignation of different measurements to differ-
ent groups in a course such that when all data are shared, the complete op-
eration of the cascade is mapped. This on the one hand promotes collabo-
ration and peer-learning between groups and, on the other, allows the 
course trainer to use students’ results for further discussion. Figure 4-11 
shows an example from a students’ report of a study on the influence of 
the inflow angle on the aerodynamic loss coefficient. In this specific case 
information on the measurement accuracy is missing. However, data pro-
vided to the students include standard deviations as well as questions and 
tasks in the lab exercise are specifically designed that address the topics of 
measurement accuracy and repeatability of the measurements.  
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Figure 4-10: RCL; Interactive tool for data analysis 
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Figure 4-11:  Influence of inlet angle on losses, students’ report 
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4 . 3  R e m o t e  F l u t t e r  L a b  ( P a p e r  I I I )  

The remote flutter lab – shortly RFL – focuses on the assessment of the 
aeroelastic behaviour of a cascade of turbine blades and on the phenome-
non of flutter in turbomachinery. The laboratory exercise is mainly targeted 
to students, researchers and professionals seeking for training in the field of 
aeromechanics and aeroelasticity in turbomachinery. 

4 . 3 . 1  E x p e r i m e n t a l  S e t u p  

The RFL is operated in the same wind-tunnel platform of the RCL where 
now a cascade of blades elastically suspended around a rigid-body torsion 
axis is positioned in the test section as shown in Figure 4-12. The cascade is 
designed such that self-excited and self-sustained vibrations of the blades 
are experienced for certain operating conditions. The instrumentation al-
lows measurement of the oscillatory motion of the blades and of the sur-
face pressure distribution such as to determine the aeroelastic properties of 
the cascade. The cascade, along with the dedicated instrumentation, is ar-
ranged in the module shown in Figure 4-12c.  

 

 

 
Figure 4-12: a) Air supply layout for RFL; b) schematics of the 
blade with elastic suspension mechanism; c) flutter lab module 
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4 . 3 . 2  R e m o t e  O p e r a t i o n  

LabVIEW® and the LabSocket system are respectively used for the control 
system of the RFL and the web deployment of the GUI shown in Figure 
4-13 along with the network camera installed downstream of the cascade. 
The GUI shares with the RCL the control and monitoring of the wind-
tunnel (inlet angle, flow speed), while additional elements are included for 
the real-time monitoring of the pressure and blade motion data from the 
instrumented blades. Adobe Connect is used for online collaboration be-
tween team members as shown in Figure 4-14. 

    

Figure 4-13: RFL, GUI (left) and downstream camera (right) 

 

Figure 4-14: Online collaboration in Adobe Connect 
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4 . 3 . 3  T h e  L a b o r a t o r y  E x e r c i s e  

The RFL exercise is described in Paper III as conceived for its future im-
plementation in the 2014 edition of the Thermal Turbomachinery course as 
well as for external use. The exercise focuses on the understanding of the 
concept of critical reduced frequency and of travelling wave mode, on the 
determination of the aerodynamic quantities of the cascade, and on a rede-
sign of the cascade that ensures safe operation for certain flow conditions.  
The RFL exercise introduces a novel use of 3D video for a virtual briefing 
session with the lab instructor and a tour of the lab facility, as well as pro-
vides 3D dynamic CAD models of the test rig (Figure 4-15) that can be 
easily used without specific software installation required and that enhance 
familiarity of users with the experimental setup before the measurement 
session. 

 

Figure 4-15: RFL, 3D model of the instrumented blade in 3D 
Adobe Acrobat. 
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4 . 5  R e m o t e  L a b s  P o r t a l  

Public access to the remote laboratories is given through the web portal 
shown in Figure 4-16. The portal provides general information on the pro-
ject as well as represents the platform where all functionalities allow for an 
external and independent use of the remote laboratories 8F

9. 

 
Figure 4-16: Homepage of the web portal 

For each of the remote laboratories available, a number of webpages gives 
all relevant information to the user. These include: 

                                                 

9 For the students enrolled in the turbomachinery courses at HPT the laboratory exercises are inte-
grated in Bilda such as to allow for a better student tracking within the course.   
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• Introduction page that specifies the topics treated in the exercise, 
the prerequisites, as well as gives motivation on why the lab exer-
cise is of benefit for the learner. A short demonstrative video is also 
included  

• ILO page that lists the intended learning outcomes 
• FAQ page that collects common questions related to the use of the 

remote laboratory 
• Gallery that contains a number of images, videos and other interac-

tive material used for self-study 
• START page that in a sequential way guides users throughout the 

entire exercise from the reservation of the lab, self-study, experi-
mental activity, data analysis and assessment, and online survey. 
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5  A S S E S S M E N T  

The evaluation of the remote laboratories developed in this project is based 
on their integration and assessment in ongoing courses at HPT as well as 
on additional activities that have involved the VCH Community and other 
external partners.  

5 . 1  E v a l u a t i o n  M e a n s  

Both technical and pedagogical aspects are addressed in the assessment of 
the remote laboratories that is primarily based on the following evaluation 
means: 

• Online survey by users 

• Self-assessment test (if applicable) 

• Monitoring of user activity (use of the GUI and of the cameras, ac-
cess to knowledge material, team interaction, etc.)  

• Lab reports (if applicable) 

• Course evaluation form (if applicable) 

• Users visiting the laboratory facility (if applicable) 

• Course leaders and lab instructors assessment 

Note: in the following, statistical results of student enrollment into courses, 
self-assessments pass rate, survey responses, etc. are presented. There are 
cases in which the same student is enrolled in more than one course during 
her/his career (e.g. Turbomachinery and Thermal Turbomachinery). In 
such a case she/he might be counted twice. Further information is provid-
ed for the specific cases examined. 

5 . 2  R e m o t e  P u m p  L a b  ( P a p e r  I ,  I n t e r n a l  R e p o t  I )  

The RPL entered into operation in 2011 and since then it has been used by 
more than 250 users. 

The first relevant application of the RPL is in the 2011 edition of the 
MJ2429 Turbomachinery course documented in Paper I. The laboratory ac-
tivity involves 169 students arranged in 40 groups formed by the lab in-
structor. In the 2012 edition of the Turbomachinery course the RPL is used 
with a slightly modified structure of the exercise (that now includes two 
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modules as mentioned in Chapter 4.1.3) and refreshed knowledge material 
(now in the e-book format). 75 are the students performing the RPL exer-
cise arranged in 19 groups. On campus students are given the choice to 
perform the laboratory on-site. No online survey is proposed. 

In the 2013 edition of the MJ2429 Turbomachinery course 95 are the stu-
dents performing the RPL exercise divided in groups of up to 5 members 
each. The introductory lecture is not held while the self -assessment test in-
cludes additional questions related with the installation of the LabVIEW 
RTE and the operation of the GUI. The online survey is made compulsory 
and the report submission is now individual.  

Users’ Evaluation 

Figure 5-1 shows the fairly good rating given by users to the remote labora-
tory experience with the RPL. With exception for the remote audio/video 
performance, all other values remain substantially unchanged between the 
different editions of the Turbomachinery course at KTH. The most limit-
ing factor appears to be the audio/video performance of the cameras, while 
the preparatory material is the aspect most appreciated by the users. Alt-
hough slightly improved over the years, the control over the equipment is 
still below a remarkable level. 

 
Figure 5-1: RPL, users’ rating of the remote laboratory experience. 
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Figure 5-2 shows users’ evaluation with respect to learning outcomes. On 
average, students think that the use of the RPL is well aligned with the la-
boratory objectives, that they have achieved a good understanding of the 
topic after performing the remote laboratory exercise, and that they per-
ceive as good the usefulness of such laboratory exercise over theoretical 
work only. A slightly lower rating is observed in the 2013 edition of the 
Turbomachinery course for all aspects compared to the 2011 edition.  

 
Figure 5-2: RPL, users’ self-evaluation of personal achievement 

with respect to learning outcomes 

Among the most interesting aspects of the RPL students find the operation 
of pumps in serial and in parallel, the effect of variable speed, the validity 
of the affinity laws, and a number of other aspects related to the lab exer-
cise itself, summarized in Figure 5-3 as “pedagogical outcome”. Secondly, 
users appreciate the overall good quality and ease of use of the setup, of the 
GUI, and of the experimental data collected. Many are the students consid-
ering the remote laboratory exercise as a new, interesting and fun experi-
ence as well as the ones appreciating the possibility to run the lab remotely. 
Other positive comments are given to the learning material, to the audio 
and video resources, and to the good team environment. Similar trends are 
observed in the various editions of the Turbomachinery course.    
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Figure 5-3: RPL - Positive aspects of the lab 

 
Figure 5-4: RPL – Main problems and difficulties 
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Among the problems encountered by participants in the remote lab exer-
cise (Figure 5-4), the non-smooth operation of the GUI is the most critical 
one with nearly one third of the total comments given. Closely related to 
that is the limited access to Internet and to electricity suffered in the 2011 
edition of the Turbomachinery course by a large share of distant students. 
The installation of the LabVIEW RTE required for the operation of the 
GUI remains a considerable obstacle for the students while difficulties with 
smooth audio and video access seem to have increased relevance over time. 
In the 2011 edition of the Turbomachinery course several are the students 
who think that the lab notes are too long and too detailed. The result does 
not change significantly in 2013 despite the new format introduced in the 
learning material. 

Students, among other, recommend the following: 

• Find ways to compensate for the absence of an instructor such as 
chat or phone support, FAQ 

• Offer visit to the lab to on-campus students 

• Extend the number of remote labs to other subjects 

• Address the issue of software compatibility 

• Improve the knowledge material, improve the GUI, send graphs 
along with the raw data 

• Ensure a better arrangement of the lab groups (2011 edition) and a 
better scheduling of the lab (2013) 

• Enhance reality with e.g. access to 3D CAD and to more cameras 

• Use the remote lab while teaching and use the results from the ex-
periments in a follow-up lecture 

Figure 5-5 shows students’ answers to a number of closed-end questions 
related to the remote lab exercise. In both the 2011 and 2013 editions of 
the Turbomachinery course almost all students declare to have read the 
preparatory material in advance and that they understood what they were 
doing during the laboratory exercise. The number of the students feeling 
that the remote lab was more challenging than a real lab decreases from 
46.7% in 2011 to 35.8% in 2013. Opposite is the trend for the share of stu-
dents willing to perform other similar labs in the future, with a drop of 
13% from the original 67.8%. Less than 30% of students felt the absence 
of a lab instructor, which is reflected in a 70% (nearly 79% in 2013) of stu-
dents being able to perform and analyse the data successfully. 
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Figure 5-5: RPL - Closed-end questions. Top: MJ2929 – 2013. 

Bottom: MJ2429 – 2011 
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other on-distance. While this solution promotes distant collaboration, it re-
sults in a number of groups not being able to communicate and share re-
sponsibilities in an effective way and is therefore abandoned in the follow-
ing editions where students arrange groups by themselves. 

From the evaluation of the lab reports it can be stated that in both the 2011 
and 2013 editions of the Turbomachinery course the majority of the stu-
dents achieve a satisfactory level of comprehension of the topic and analyse 
successfully the data. It is believed that while the group report in 2011 ena-
bles discussion and analysis on a higher level, the individual report submis-
sion enforced in 2013 ensures that each individual has achieved a sufficient 
level of knowledge on the topic. 

From a course leader perspective (Turbomachinery 2013) the remote pump 
lab exercise has excellent relevance for the course and good relevance for 
current applications in industry and society. Students have achieved a very 
good conceptual understanding on the topic and developed good social 
and professional skills. Design skills are on an acceptable level. Among the 
benefits of the RPL, the course leader underlines the ease to find time for 
all groups, the possibility to work from distance, and the ease to repeat the 
lab exercise. Among the recommendations, it is stressed the importance of 
ensuring a stable operation of the lab and that it would be good if no per-
sonnel would be required at all.            

5 . 3  R e m o t e  C a s c a d e  L a b  ( I n t e r n a l  R e p o r t  I I )  

The RCL entered into operation in 2012 and since then it has served more 
than 250 users.  

The RCL exercise named ‘Measurement of Flow Downstream of a Turbine 
Blade Row’ is integrated in the curricula of the 2012 edition of the MJ2430 
Thermal Turbomachinery and MJ2244 Airbreathing Propulsion courses at 
KTH. The laboratory activity involves 72 users, 469F

10 in Thermal Tur-
bomachinery – of which 4 distant students - and 2610F

11 in Airbreathing Pro-
pulsion. The RCL has limited remote operability, as neither the inflow an-
gle nor the flow rate can be adjusted remotely. On-campus students per-
form the laboratory on-site with the assistance of the lab instructor while 

                                                 

10 Number of students enrolled in the course that confirmed participation to the course. 

11 Number of students that receive information concerning the lab (no confirmation of participation 
form was send out in the course) 
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distant students are provided with a recording of the lab session and with a 
dataset for further analysis. No user survey is proposed and no data of sta-
tistical significance are available, besides a 3.42 – in a 1 (bad) to 5 (excel-
lent) scale – average rating out of 12 answers given by course participants 
to the laboratory activity in the MJ2430 course evaluation form (less than 3 
have answered to the course evaluation in MJ2244) and a 100% pass rate 
for the lab report in MJ2244.   

The RCL exercise named ‘Measurement of Loss Coefficients in a Turbine 
Cascade’ is integrated in the curricula of the 2012 edition of the MJ2429 
Turbomachinery and MJ2241 Jet Propulsion Engines courses. The exercise 
follows the structure introduced in Chapter 3.5, the lab notes are in the e-
book format and the laboratory activity involves 132 remote users, 9911F

12 in 
Turbomachinery and 33 in Jet Propulsion Engines. For the MJ2429 Tur-
bomachinery only, students are required to write a group report used for 
the Pass/Fail grading of the lab exercise. Out of 19 lab groups in MJ2429, 
17 successfully complete the lab assignment corresponding to 80 course 
participants. 

The RCL exercise named ‘Measurement of Flow Downstream of a Turbine 
Blade Row’ is reintroduced in the 2013 edition of the MJ2430 Thermal 
Turbomachinery and MJ2244 Airbreathing Propulsion courses. The GUI 
implements now the LabSocket system described in Chapter 4.2.2 and the 
measurement session is now arranged in a series of tasks followed by self-
study questions as described in Chapter 4.2.3. The laboratory activity in-
volves 49 students12F

13 arranged in 12 groups, all of them performing the la-
boratory remotely.  

During 2013, the RCL is tested by 10 external users, i.e. students, research-
ers and professionals not enrolled in any of the turbomachinery courses at 
KTH. Several are the new features introduced to the laboratory exercise in 
order to allow for external usage of the lab that is now deployed and made 
available on the web portal described in Chapter 4.4. 

 

 

                                                 

12 Number of users that access at least once the online self-assessment. 

13 Number of students booking the time slot to perform the measurements. No student is counted 
twice. 
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Users’ Evaluation 

Figure 5-6 shows the overall good rating given by the users of the RCL to 
the remote laboratory experience, with average values ranging between 3.7 
and 4.1 out of 5, with tendency of improvement over time. A substantial 
enhancement can be noticed between the first and the second large scale 
usage of the RCL in ongoing courses at HPT as a result of a new GUI (de-
ployed with the LabSocket system), a more structured laboratory exercise, 
and refreshed knowledge material. An unchanged (remote) experimental 
setup is reflected in a nearly constant rate given for the control over the la-
boratory equipment, while an enhanced audio/video performance does not 
have clear justification. The best remote laboratory experience is reported 
during the external testing of the RCL, with users from the VCH commu-
nity expressing an almost excellent judgement for the online performance 
of the experiment. While the ease of use of the GUI is regarded as being 
the major limiting factor, the integration of an additional camera in the set-
up partially justifies the improved audio/video performance.     

 
Figure 5-6: RCL, users’ rating of the remote laboratory experience 

Figure 5-7 compares the student perception of achievement of the intend-
ed learning outcomes after completion of the remote cascade lab exercise. 
While the first and the last of the ILO are equal for all the different events, 
the two middle ones change according to the specific event considered. 
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With the first implementation of the RCL exercise in MJ2429 Tur-
bomachinery and MJ2241 Jet Propulsion Engine courses the average con-
fidence of students with respect to the ILO is rather limited, with all values 
below the good level. Very different is the situation with the second im-
plementation of the RCL exercise: in the 2013 edition of the MJ2244 
Thermal Turbomachinery and MJ2244 Airbreathing propulsion courses 
students on average feel more than good the achievement of all the ILO. 
Two are the main reasons that motivate this successful result: (i) there is a 
stronger correlation between the ILO of the lab and the course syllabus as 
compared to the previous event; (ii) the improvements made in simplifying 
the remote operation of the lab (new GUI) and the reformulation of the 
lab exercise now structured in a series of tasks with guidance questions and 
tutorials allow for a more efficient utilization of the lab resources and for 
focusing on the experimental activity to be carried out. The test of the RCL 
with users from the VCH community shows a good level of confidence of 
achievement of the ILO. This result is remarkable considering that users 
are not taking any of the turbomachinery courses and that with few excep-
tions they do not have a specific training in turbomachinery. As a justifica-
tion to the good result is the experience of several of the users in nearly re-
lated fields that might include familiarity with the investigated phenomena 
and with the measuring techniques and instrumentation used in the lab. 

 
Figure 5-7: RCL, users’ self-evaluation of personal achievement 

of the ILO after completion of the RCL exercise 
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Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 summarize the most interesting aspects and three 
main problems or difficulties respectively encountered by users with the 
remote cascade laboratory exercise.  

 
Figure 5-8: RCL, positive aspects of the lab 

In the 2012 edition of the Turbomachinery and Jet Propulsion Engine 
courses the ease of use of the lab, the technical capabilities of the experi-
mental setup, and the quality of data retrieved are by the majority of users 
considered as being the most valuable qualities of the RCL. Follow a num-
ber of comments related with a better understanding of the subject thanks 
to the lab exercise. These include users being interested in the similarities 
and the discrepancies between theory and experimental evidence as well as 
in studying the effect of the inflow angle and of the surface roughness on 
the aerodynamic performance of the cascade. On similar levels are the 
number of novel users of remote laboratories and the number of positive 
comments on the distant access to the lab. Limited is the appreciation of 
the learning material and very few are the observations on the time effec-
tiveness of the remote lab. In the 2013 edition of the Thermal Tur-
bomachinery and Airbreathing Propulsion the top position is taken by con-
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siderations related with the learning outcome of the lab. Follow, with equal 
share, the appreciation of the technical capability of the lab, the quality and 
utility of the learning material and the interest for the remote laboratory 
environment as a new learning experience. The benefits of team working 
are now also regarded among the most interesting factors of the RCL. An-
swers from the test involving the VCH community are aligned with the rate 
given to the remote laboratory experience, with a nearly 20% share address-
ing the good audio and video performance resulted from the adoption of 
an additional camera.  

 
Figure 5-9: RCL, Problems and difficulties 

The major difficulties encountered by students with the RCL exercise in 
the Turbomachinery and Jet Propulsion Engine courses are due to inade-
quate learning material. Learning objectives are not well defined and stu-
dents are not confident on what should be done and how. This reflects in a 
large share of comments remarking the absence of a lab instructor. Several 
are the problems related with a non-smooth operation of the GUI and with 
difficulties in the installation of the LabVIEW RTE, problem that disap-
pears in the following events thanks to the adoption of the LabSocket sys-
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tem. The rearrangement of the lab exercise and revision of the learning ma-
terial is clearly reflected in the comments of the students enrolled in the 
Thermal Turbomachinery and Airbreathing Propulsion courses that do not 
feel the absence of a lab instructor. The non-smooth operation of the GUI 
remains a considerable problem as well as the overall perception of reality, 
especially in the case of external users (VCH). 

From the closed-end questions asked to the users (Figure 5-10) one can 
observe that with some exceptions, all declare to have read the preparatory 
material before performing the lab. The share of users reporting a smooth 
operation of the lab increases monotonically over the various events the 
RCL has been assessed. The same trend is noticed for the understanding of 
the activity carried out and the willingness of performing similar labs in the 
future. Consistently, the number of users declaring that the absence of a 
physical lab instructor hindered them from performing the lab and the ones 
considering the remote lab as more challenging than a hands-on lab de-
creases significantly.      

 
Figure 5-10: RCL, Closed-end questions. Top: VCH – 2013. 

Bottom: MJ2429, MJ2241 - 2012 
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From the additional questions asked to the users the following can be un-
derlined: 

• Most of the participants think that it would be beneficial to inte-
grate such laboratory exercises during lectures to highlight and dis-
cuss practical aspects, 

The majority of the students think that having remote lab exercises in an 
exam would just confuse them while several are the users from the VCH 
community that could imagine having such a lab exercise as part of an ex-
am and using real test data in calculation problems. 

Lab Trainer’s Evaluation 

A high degree of reliability of the experimental setup is reported. Exception 
is for the complete inoperability of the rig on Dec 3rd 2012 due to electricity 
blackout, and for repeated malfunctioning of the motor allowing the re-
mote variation of the inflow angle of the cascade. Students manage well in 
controlling the laboratory equipment and despite some software failures 
that require intervention of the lab instructor they are able to perform the 
laboratory exercise without threatening at any time the integrity of the sys-
tem.  

From comparison of the different events the RCL has been used in, it is 
confirmed the significance of the way the remote laboratory exercise is 
structured and the quality of the knowledge material over the pure technical 
performance of the lab. These affect significantly the capability of students 
to carry out the experimental activity in an effective way and to achieve the 
learning goals. The transition to a GUI that does not require software in-
stallation is seen as a big step forward in improving accessibility to the lab 
and enhancing the remote laboratory experience. 

Of great interest from the test of the RCL with users from the VCH com-
munity is the high degree of confidence with the control of the equipment 
and the ability to interpret the results and answer the questions included in 
the lab exercise. Users’ rating of achievement of the intended learning out-
comes is considered to be overestimated, having some candidates not being 
able to complete the analysis of the experimental data. 

From the perspective of the course leader and lecturer involved in the de-
sign of the remote laboratories and corresponding exercises as well as stu-
dent grading for all of the courses here considered, there is an excellent 
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correspondence between the content of the laboratory exercise and the 
content of the course. Good is the relevance of the laboratory exercise to 
present applications in industry and society. While the conceptual under-
standing of students after completion of the lab is regarded as excellent, the 
development of design skills is considered to be badly addressed in a re-
mote lab. On an acceptable level is the training of social skills through a 
remote laboratory exercise that ensures good development of professional 
skills. Among the problems encountered in the use of the remote labs in 
the courses is the fact that students did not understand what to do, they did 
not follow the intended lab track, they did not prepare in advance to the 
lab. Technical problems with the remote laboratory setup were also experi-
enced. The main advantages seen in a remote lab from a course trainer per-
spective are the ubiquitous and anytime access, the flexibility of use, the af-
fordability for a greater community. Among the disadvantages the fact that 
a remote lab does not replace a hand-on exercise (and this was not intend-
ed to), the absence of live quality time with teacher/instructor, and the feel-
ing of “being lost” and “hopeless” if something does not work. Suggestions 
for improvement include being very clear about the purpose and intention 
of the lab bearing in mind that it is not a replacement for a hands-on exer-
cise. Also, it might be better to use a different name than “lab” or make it 
clear in another way. 
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6  S U M M A RY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

Three remote laboratories related to turbomachinery have been designed, 
developed and integrated in ongoing courses at the HPT Division at KTH. 
The laboratories cover a wide spectrum of phenomena ranging from in-
compressible flow to unsteady aerodynamics and aeroelasticity. Extensive 
use of the laboratories in the courses proves the capability of the remote 
operation as well as assesses the pedagogical added value of the laboratory 
exercises. Generality of conclusions is partially validated by the involve-
ment in the test of the laboratories of students, researchers and profession-
als not related to the course activity at the department. 

The technical assessment of the remote laboratories leads to the following 
conclusions: 

• Reliable remote operation can be achieved with a careful hardware 
and software design that accounts for the possibility of user’s faults 
or attempts to manipulate the system; 

• New web technologies such as websocket simplify the development 
of GUI for the distant control of highly complex systems with no 
software installation required on the client machine, thus improving 
accessibility; 

• Bandwidth and limited access to hardware and software resources 
still represent an obstacle to the use of remote laboratories, espe-
cially from certain geographical regions. It is therefore essential to 
minimize the requirements of the labs to improve scalability; 

• Platforms that can handle many of the functionalities required to a 
remote laboratory such as content management, authentication, au-
thorization, lab reservation, online assessment, etc. have recently 
appeared but they require extensive competence in system admin-
istration and, in some cases, restrict use to certain  software (e.g. 
WebLab-Deusto does not support LabSocket)  

• Fidelity – in terms of perception of reality and ability to perform 
the same operations as if one was inside the lab room – of remote 
laboratories is not yet satisfactory; 

• A modular design (introduced with the remote cascade lab) allows 
for a considerable reduction in deployment costs and time of a 
family of laboratories with common functionalities, at the expenses 
of limited time operability of the single laboratories. This, however, 
is mitigated when the laboratory exercises are scheduled in different 
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periods of the academic year and by the short time (approx. 15 
min) required to change the setup from one experiment to another. 
It is also justified by the fact that each lab is used relatively little. 
Assuming that 1000 students would use a lab for 2 hours13F

14, in a 
group of three, it would result in the use of the facility of 666 
hours/lab. For the three labs (here the RPML is also considered 
that relies of the same wind tunnel facility) this would result in a us-
age of 2000 hours out of the yearly available 8760 hours.  

The pedagogical assessment of the remote laboratories leads to the follow-
ing conclusions: 

• A tradeoff between well-defined tasks and more independent plan-
ning of the laboratory activity is the key to ensuring the develop-
ment of all laboratory skills. While this is a general recommendation 
for any kind of lab, it is of particular relevance in the case of a re-
mote lab given the absence of a physical instructor; 

• Different learning outcomes can be addressed with the same labor-
atory setup by reformulation of the knowledge material. This pro-
motes scalability of the application to different users and to differ-
ent courses; 

• Careful preparation of the knowledge material, coupled with a pre-
cise definition of the access prerequisites is the key to ensure inde-
pendence of the remote laboratory exercise from specific course 
content; 

• A self-assessment test is recommendable before the measurements 
session to ensure a good performance of the users during the ex-
perimental session;  

• The GUI and the other tools required for the remote operation of 
the lab should give essential but sufficient information. The main 
outcome of the lab activity should in fact not be to learn how to 
run a remote laboratory; 

Additional outcomes from the integration of the remote laboratories in a 
VCH environment are the following: 

                                                 

14 Time allocated for the measurements in the laboratory exercise. 
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• Sophisticated learning tools such as remote laboratories exercises 
developed and maintained at partner universities can be shared 
among universities;  

• Interest is shown for the potential use of remote laboratories in re-
search. A research center could offer the customers the possibility 
to perform the measurements remotely, thus cutting on transfer 
cost of personnel.     

• It is challenging to find students willing to test the remote laborato-
ries. While students enrolled in a course are usually required to per-
form the laboratory exercise to complete the course, other means 
should be found to motivate external users.  

• Similarly, it appears to be difficult to find teachers at other universi-
ties interested in trying the remote laboratories developed at KTH.
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7  R E C O M M E N DA T I O N S  A N D  F U T U R E  
WO R K  

If a new technically and pedagogically advanced remote laboratory in the 
field of turbomachinery was to be deployed, a person or a team with the 
following competences would be recommended: 

- Expert in the turbomachinery field leading the design of the exper-
imental setup and contributing to the identification of the desired 
laboratory skills; 

- Skilled in the field of automation, control and remote operation; 
- With pedagogical competences for the definition of the ILO, the 

preparation of the knowledge material and of the student assess-
ment means, and for the assessment of the remote lab as a peda-
gogical tools for use in education; 

- Expert in web technologies and in system architecture for the de-
sign (or implementation) and maintenance of a system that inte-
grates all online tools required to a remote lab and that can ensure 
the integrity of the personal data of the users. 

Follows a list of recommendations for future work related to the further 
development of the laboratories commissioned during this thesis project. 

Integration of the remote labs in existing networks 

The use of the three laboratories developed in this project has primarily 
been limited to the turbomachinery courses offered at KTH. Broader im-
pact has been and will be further achieved within the VCH community. 
The integration of the labs in existing networks of remote labs (such as 
iLabs, LabShare, LiLa, etc.) and of online education, research and innova-
tion in the field of energy technology represents another possibility.  

Implementation of a Remote Laboratory Management System 

Many of the functionalities of the laboratories herewith developed rely on a 
combination of tools accessible to KTH users only (e.g. Bilda) and of free 
ones (e.g. Doodle, Google Docs). Yet some features such as unified au-
thentication and authorization are not properly handled. Four are the main 
alternatives that have been explored and that could be taken forward as 
part of a continuation project: 
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- Integration of the remote labs in CompEdu. Part of the knowledge 
material for the RPL is already in CompEdu that, in the present 
edition, is a LMS with very limited functionalities that very hardly 
meets the requirements of the remote labs;  

- Integration of the labs in Bilda. This would require modification of 
the authentication and authorization mechanisms to include exter-
nal users and coupling between the LabSocket system, the “Invita-
tion” tool, and the self-assessment functionalities in Bilda. 

- The implementation of the WebLab-Deusto. This would require 
extending its functionality to include the LabSocket system. 

- The implementation of most recent versions of the LabSocket sys-
tem that since recently includes integration in Moodle. 

Enhancement of the remote lab experience 

A satisfactory yet not outstanding level of fidelity and of remote experience 
has been achieved with the laboratories. These could e.g. be improved with 
the implementation of additional cameras, the release of laboratory apps, 
and the integration of vibration and accelerometer capabilities embedded in 
modern tablets and smartphones. 

Improvement of the remote labs assessment means 

A more scientific approach should be used in the assessment of the remote 
laboratories to ensure an objective estimation of the laboratory skills devel-
opment as well as to conclude on generality. A method is to be found to 
increase the response rate of the users to the online survey. An analysis of 
the technical and economical sustainability of the three remote laboratories 
developed in this project should also be carried out that gives indications 
for future implementations of remote laboratories at the department. One 
first step taken in this direction is the introduction of a trainer’s evaluation 
form of the lab – here included in Appendix B – that aims at giving indica-
tion on the effectiveness of the labs, their relevance with respect to changes 
in the course syllabus or technical evolutions in the field. 
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A P P E N D I X  A :  O N L I N E  S U RV E Y  

Welcome to the Evaluation Form of the Remote Laboratories! 
The present evaluation form is used to get the feedback from you having per-
formed the following remote laboratory exercise: Remote Cascade Lab 
Your answers will be used for assessing the quality of the laboratory and to 
make improvements where necessary. All your comments are highly appreci-
ated. Thank you in advance! 
 
Section 1 
Please rate the below questions using the following scale: 

1 = bad 
2 = weak 
3 = OK 
4 = good 
5 = excellent 
 

1. How do you rate the online performance of the experiment (in terms 
of technical performance, i.e. having the equipment doing what you 
want it to do)? 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 
     

2. How well did you have control over the laboratory equipment (in 
terms of you knowing what to control and how to do this)? 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 
     

3. How well did the laboratory preparatory material (lab notes, videos, tu-
torial, etc.) prepare you for doing this laboratory exercise? 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 
     

4. How well were your interactions aligned with the laboratory objec-
tives? 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 
     

5. How do you rate the quality of the experimental data obtained? 
1 2 3 4 5 



 

O O O O O 
     

6. How good understanding of the topic treated did you get from per-
forming this laboratory exercise? 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 
     

7. How do you rate the usefulness of performing such a remote lab 
exercise over theoretical work only? 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 
     

8. How well did remote cameras (including audio) transmit the lab ex-
perience? 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 

 
Section 2 
The below questions are to be answered by yes / no / can't say. 

1. Did you read the laboratory instructions prior to performing the la-
boratory exercise? 
Yes No Can’t say 
O O O 

   
2. Could you perform the laboratory exercise smoothly, i.e. without 

interruptions? 
Yes No Can’t say 
O O O 

   
3. Could you measure and analyse the data successfully? 

Yes No Can’t say 
O O O 

   
4. Did you understand what you were doing during the laboratory ex-

ercise? 
Yes No Can’t say 
O O O 

   
5. Did the absence of a physical lab instructor hinder you in perform-

ing the laboratory exercise? 
Yes No Can’t say 



 

O O O 
   

6. Would you like to perform a similar laboratory exercise again? 
Yes No Can’t say 
O O O 
   

7. Do you think that performing experiments through virtual labs was 
more challenging than real experiments? 
Yes No Can’t say 
O O O 

 
Section 3 
Your comments 

1. Describe three interesting aspects of the present laboratory exer-
cise. 

 
 
 
2. Specify three problems / difficulties that you experienced prior to 

or while performing the laboratory exercise. 
 
 
 

3. How did you find the user interface? Is there any control, option, 
graph or other that you think should be improved and how?  

 
 
 
4. Are there any suggestions that you would like to give to us? 

 
 

Section 4 
Almost done. Just a few questions left! 

1. Pick one or more statements below that you agree with! 
O It would be beneficial to integrate such laboratory exercises 

during lectures to highlight and discuss practical aspects. 
O No thanks. Laboratory exercises shall be conducted by stu-

dents, not by teachers. 
O If I had access to such laboratory exercises from a smartphone 

(or surf pad), I would happily use it for getting real test data 
measured by myself. 



 

O No thanks. Better to have no lab experience at all than a re-
mote lab. 

O I could imagine having such a lab exercise as part of an exam 
and using real test data in calculation problems. 

O No thanks. Having remote lab exercises in an exam would just 
confuse me. 

O If there was an app for performing such a lab exercise, I surely 
would use it. 

O If there was an app for performing such a lab exercise, I would 
hate it. 

O I would give the students some extra points if they fill in the 
survey. 

 
2. For those being in favour of such remote lab exercises, what phe-

nomenon or machine (in the field of turbomachinery) would you 
like to be able to test in a virtual manner? 

 
Last question: tell us from which location you did the lab 

O KTH 
O DTU 
O TU/e 
O PoliTo 

Other 

 



 

A P P E N D I X  B :  T R A I N E R ’ S  E VA L UA T I O N  
F O R M  

 

Welcome to the Evaluation Form of the Remote Laboratory! 
The present evaluation form is used to get the feedback from you having su-
pervised the following remote laboratory exercise: Remote Cascade Lab 
Your answers will be used for assessing the quality of the laboratory and to 
make improvements where necessary. All your comments are highly appreci-
ated.  
 
Section 1 – General Information 
Please answer the following questions that are concerned with your involve-
ment in the present remote laboratory exercise: 

1. How many times have you been involved in the present remote labor-
atory exercise? 

O 1 (first time) 
O 2 
O 3 
O 4 
O More than 4 

 
2. What is your role in the lab and/or course the present remote lab is 

used in? (Multiple answers are allowed) 
 

O Course leader 
O Lecturer 
O Lab assistant 
O Course assistant 
O Lab technician 
O Other 

 
3. Are you involved in other laboratory exercises (multiple answers are al-

lowed)? 
 

O Yes, in hands-on labs 
O Yes, in remote labs 
O Yes, in virtual labs 



 

O Yes, in other types of labs 
(e.g. calculation type) 

O No 
 
Section 2 – Content of the lab 
In the following questions you will express your opinion on the content of 
the present remote laboratory exercise. Please use the following scale: 

1 = bad 
2 = weak 
3 = OK 
4 = good 
5 = excellent 

 
1. How do you rate the relevance of the remote laboratory exercise to 

the content of the course? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 

 
2. How do you rate the relevance of the remote laboratory exercise to 

present application in industry and society? 
 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 

 
Section 2 – Content of the lab 
This section contains questions concerned with the effort that it has re-
quired to you t run the present remote lab with the students. 
 
1. Which activities have you been involved with? 

O Preparing the experimental setup, calibrating the instrumenta-
tion 

O Preparing on the content of the lab (know what the exercise is 
about, what is required to the student, etc.) 

O Creating and/or modifying the knowledge material (lab notes, 
manuals, tutorials, self-assessments,etc.) 

O Assisting the students (answering questions, helping to solve 
problems with the lab) 

O Evaluating and grading the students (correct the reports, etc.) 
O Other (write it in the comment window below) 



 

 
2. Please put the activities in order (decreasing) of time required? 

1 Preparing the experimental setup, calibrating the instrumenta-
tion 

2 Preparing on the content of the lab (know what the exercise is 
about, what is required to the student, etc.) 

3 Creating and/or modifying the knowledge material (lab notes, 
manuals, tutorials, self-assessments,etc.) 

4 Assisting the students (answering questions, helping to solve 
problems with the lab) 

5 Evaluating and grading the students (correct the reports, etc.) 
6 Other (write it in the comment window below) 

3. Estimate how much time do you think the activity with the remote lab 
required you compared with the equivalent on-campus activity (same 
number of students coming to the department and you assisting 
them). E.g. 50% means half of the time, 120% means 20% more than 
equivalent on-campus lab. Comments are welcome. 

Section 4 – Educational Goals 

How do you rate students' achievement of the intended Learning Goals (as 
defined in [1] Table III) after completion of the lab? Please use the follow-
ing scale: 

1 = bad 
2 = weak 
3 = OK 
4 = good 
5 = excellent 

[1] Jing Ma and Jeffrey V. Nickerson. 2006. Hands-on, simulated, and re-
mote laboratories: A comparative literature review. ACM Comput. 
Surv.  38, 3, Article 7 (September 2006).  

1. Conceptual understanding 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 

2. Design skills 



 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 

3. Social skills 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 

4. Professional skills 

1 2 3 4 5 
O O O O O 

Section 4 – Problems 
Please list all problems that you have encountered while preparing and 
then supervising the remote laboratory activity (software or hardware fail-
ures, etc.) 
 

Section 5 – Advantages & Disadvantages 
1. Describe three advantages of the present remote laboratory exercise 

from a trainer's perspective 
 

2. Describe three disadvantages (limitations) of the present remote labor-
atory exercise from a trainer's perspective 

 

Section 6 – Suggestions 
Is there any suggestion you would like to give for the improvement of the 
laboratory setup and of the remote laboratory exercise? 
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